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APPENDIX T – KYOTO+ POLICY TIMETABLES

Timetables for policy actions required under the Kyoto+ Scenario are presented for cold appliances and
lighting in Chapter 6 of Lower Carbon Futures, with a summary for all other appliances. Complete
timetables for all major appliance groups (including cold and lighting) are presented here, with some
discussion where necessary.

T.1 COLD APPLIANCES
Two rounds of energy labels, procurement, subsidy and minimum standards will be necessary to enable
the minimum standard introduced in 2010 to be the ETP level (Table T.1). These standards have been
labelled A+ (approximate efficiency index = 0.42) and A++ (approximate efficiency index = 0.2).
Programmes to increase the market share of efficient appliances are likely to be largely implemented at a
national level, although EU-wide aggregated purchase will also contribute.

Table T 1: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario, cold appliances

Current
status

Labels implemented 1.1.95
Standards agreed in 1996 (96/57/EC), implemented 1999
Preparatory study on new label

2000 Aggregated purchase for A+ (EI = 0.42) – already underway Energy+
2001 Programmes to increase penetration of A+ to 10-20% new sales
2002  1st revision of label introduced

Announce 2nd round of standards requiring efficiency index of 0.42
A++ technology procurement study and competition (EI of 0.2)

2004 A ++ procurement winner launched
Programmes to increase penetration of A++ to 5% of new sales

2005 Programmes to increase penetration of A++ to 10-20% new sales
2006 2nd round of standards becomes mandatory (A+)

2nd revision to label
Announce 3rd round of standards

2010 3rd round of standards implemented, all appliances ETP (A++)
3rd revision to label
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T.2 CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
The policy timetable for consumer electronics is divided into: TVs, VCRs, independent receiver-decoders
and audio equipment (Table T.2).

Table T 2: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario, consumer electronics

TV Video (cassette or DVD) Independent receiver-
decoder (analogue and
digital)

Audio equipment

Current
Status

VA on TV
EU/GEA award label on
standby

VA VCR passive standby
EU/GEA award label on
standby

European Code of
Conduct with voluntary
targets

European Agreement
with manufacturers
for voluntary targets

2000 Study reports on On-mode
for TV
Under development – test
procedures
Technology procurement on
low energy screens

Study on IRDs including
assessing potential for
‘master platform’

2001 Standby agreement
superseded by
announcement of Min std
standby to 1W by 2005

Standby agreement
superseded by
announcement of Min std
for standby to 1W by
2005

Announce minimum
standard of 1W by 2005
for any waiting time

Announce minimum
standard of 1W by
2005 for standby

2002 On-mode test procedure
introduced
Develop On-mode energy
label
Tech Procurement low
energy screens results
announced

2003
2004 On-mode minimum standard

announced
On-mode energy label
implemented

2005 Minimum standard 1W
implemented

Minimum standard 1W
implemented

Minimum standard 1W
implemented

Minimum standard
1W implemented

2006
2007

2008 Mandatory minimum
standards to improve On-
mode of TVs.
Revise energy label

TV: The proposal is that energy consumption in standby mode is dealt with by tougher industry
agreements, beyond the present voluntary agreement. There is a considerable variation in on-mode energy
consumption, so that it is thought worthwhile to introduce energy labels. Through technology
procurement, developments in low energy screens would be progressed, as the extent of possible savings
is, presently, poorly understood. However, the standard set in ETP does not rely on new technology and
could be met via improvements to conventional technology.

VCR: The majority of energy consumption is in the standby mode. Given its small energy consumption,
there is no necessity to have policy for the on mode.

Convergence of equipment: developments are expected that combine services at present provided by
separate pieces of equipment, for instance the TV and the computer. The effect of these has not been
modelled.
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Standby: The IEA task force on policy will be reporting mid-2000, with recommendations that cover all
forms of standby, whether in TVs and VCRs, decoders, separate power supply units or home office
equipment. This is an area where traditional energy efficiency policies may not be appropriate: the
consumption per appliance is too low to be deemed important by individual consumers, the technology is
developing fast and there is a wide range of manufacturers. Recent developments indicate that innovative
suppliers are producing extremely efficient components, if the manufacturer or service provider will
specify them.

T.3 COOKING
The policy timetable for the cooking sector is divided into: gas ovens, gas hobs, electric ovens, electric
hobs and microwaves (Table T.3).

Table T 3: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario, cooking

Gas ovens Gas hobs Electric ovens Electric hobs Microwaves
Current
status

Ovens study
completed
Test procedure being
developed

Ovens study
completed

2000 Announce minimum
standard and
introduce labels.

Scoping study
Study test
procedure

2001 test procedure
finalised

Announce min std
for standby at 1W

2002 Test procedure
finalised
Label on ovens.
Announce minimum
standard.

Begin study on
labels and
minimum
standards

2003
2004 Minimum standard

introduced.
Labels introduced
+ minimum
standard
announced.

2005 Standby = 1W
2006 Minimum standard

introduced
2007
2008 Minimum standard

introduced. A rated
only

Gas ovens: Minimum standard set at reference case average (see Lower Carbon Futures for further
details).

Gas hobs: For gas hobs it is anticipated that there will not be a significant difference between different
models on the market, or significant potential for technical improvement; no policy action is suggested.

Electric hobs: The emphasis on induction hobs means that by 2008, the only products available for
consumers to purchase will be electric induction hobs (or a new technology of comparable efficiency) or
gas hobs. The benefit of fuel switching will be minimal in carbon terms, but there may be a financial
incentive to switch to gas if induction hobs remain expensive. The price and efficiency of electric
induction hobs is improving steadily, so this could become a good, competitive market, across fuels.

Microwaves: No significant technical potential has been identified for the on-mode, so there is no policy
in this area.
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T.4 LIGHTING
Of all appliance groups, accessing the ETP levels of CFL requires the greatest changes, and is the most
challenging in policy terms.

A minimum standard, which removed incandescent bulbs from the market, is very unlikely to be
acceptable. As an alternative, a Corporate Average Bulb Efficiency is suggested (Table T.4). The average
bulb efficiency would be set to increase over time, to ensure increasing production of CFLs without
necessarily outlawing any particular type of bulb. This policy instrument provides some flexibility in
shifting the majority of sales from incandescent bulbs to CFLs. Nevertheless, it would still involve major
changes in the structure of the bulb manufacturing industry, and it is anticipated that a ten-year period
would be the minimum necessary to approach ETP levels of CFL ownership.

Table T 4: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario, lighting

Current
Status

Voluntary agreement to phase out magnetic ballasts by 2008
Energy label to be introduced from 1.1.2001
European design competition on dedicated fittings

2000 5 year national programmes begin to install 2 CFLs in every household
Mandatory 10 year targets for Corporate Average Bulb Efficiency (CABE), including agreements on
luminaires with integral ballasts
R and D support on new control technologies to overcome technical barriers to CFLs

2001 5 year programme begins to install 2 dedicated CFL fittings in every household
2002 Begin 15 year programme to retrofit 8 million targeted households (UK)
2003 Two integral ballast luminaires included in new homes through Building Regulations
2005 2 bulbs in every household achieved as a direct result of national action

UK target total market for CFLs of 24.5 million bulbs pa, to be maintained by CABE agreements
2006 2 dedicated fittings in every household achieved as a direct result of national actions
2007 Integral ballast luminaires included as part of building standards.

To encourage consumers to embrace this technology switch, the objective for national governments is to
get one or two CFLs into every house, so that people have the opportunity to test the light source for
themselves. Research shows that householders are generally satisfied with the new technology and buy
additional CFLs. In the longer term, savings are achieved through the installation of fittings that will only
take CFLs, so there is no chance of the householder reverting to the old, incandescent bulbs that use more
energy.

T.5 WATER HEATING
The policy timetable for water heating has been divided into: gas boilers and domestic electric stored
water heaters (Table T.5).
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Table T 5: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario: water heating EU-wide measures

Gas boilers Domestic Electric Stored Water heaters
Current
status

Boiler Efficiency Directive (BED) sets
minimum standards

VA between CECED and Commission

2000 Announce revisions to BED
Increase national support for condensing
boilers (including instantaneous)

2001 EU water heating study concludes (label, policy recommendation)

2002 Labels introduced for the boiler Introduction of Energy label
VA to finish
Announce 2nd round minimum standards

2003
2004 Corporate average boiler efficiency -

95% of production to be condensing
boilers

2005
2006 Introduce minimum standard at ETP

For electric immersion water heating see Table T.7.

T.6 WET
The policy timetable for wet appliances has been divided into: washing machines, gas tumble dryers,
electric tumble dryers and dishwashers (Table T.6).

Table T 6: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario, wet appliances

Washing machines Gas tumble
dryers

Electric tumble dryers Dishwashers

Current
status

VA removing all below C from the
market.
Energy label since 1996

Energy label since 1996 Energy label
introduced 1999

2000 Study to revise energy label.
Announce standard at ETP level
for 2004
Technology procurement study  +
competition on more intelligent
filling systems.

Announce minimum
standard (for 2007)

Announce minimum
standard

2001 Revise test procedure to 40°C and
realistic load, and if possible reveal
energy saving of intelligent
software, hot mix, hot fill, heat-fed
options

Aggregated purchase launched –
continuing for three years

2002 Technology procurement
competition winner announced.

2003
2004 Minimum standards at ETP level

(current test procedure)
Second revision to label under new
test procedure

Several manufacturers
producing A rated in
quantity

Minimum standard
at ETP

2005
2006
2007 Minimum standard A rated
2008 Minimum standard under new test

procedure
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Washing machines: Revising the test procedure to represent better the way washing machines are
currently used should improve the information available to consumers. However, it is not clear whether
this will result in energy savings, so none have been assumed due to the new minimum standard in 2008.
A programme of technology procurement is proposed to get more intelligent filling systems, so washing
machines can use gas-heated hot water, even for low temperature washes, i.e., 40°C or less. This should
lead to carbon savings in UK, NL and PO. Again this has not been quantified in the Kyoto+ Scenario.

Electric tumble dryers: The minimum standard in 2007 is based on the current technical potential, not
the ETP. Thus considerable effort is put into growing the market for A rated electric dryers through
aggregated purchase (or subsidies) to ensure that this technology becomes economic to the consumer
before it is the minimum standard. In addition, manufacturers are given 7 years between announcing and
implementing the minimum standard.

Gas tumble dryers: No appliance-specific policy in terms of efficiency is suggested, beyond aggregated
purchase, as there are currently very few gas dryers available and a narrow range of efficiencies. The
promotion of gas dryers is seen as a Member State initiative. By 2008, the expectation is that the only
tumble dryers on the market will be gas-fired, very efficient electrical machines (which may mean heat-
pump operated), or heat-fed machines where there is district heating, combined heat and power, or the
provision to run them off the household hot-water system.

T.7 UK ONLY

Both hot water storage cylinders and kettles are peculiar to the UK and Ireland; ownership levels are very
low in most of the rest of Europe. Thus it was judged that there would be no interest in, or reason for,
policy making at an EU level; all the policy suggested is UK-based (Table T.7).

Table T 7: Policy timetable for the Kyoto+ Scenario, UK only

Hot water storage cylinders (copper unvented) Electric kettle
Current status
2000 VA to remove all medium duty cylinders (old

test) by 2001 announced.
UK study on possibilities for more efficient
kettle (through insulation)

2001 VA  implemented.
Initiate performance-based test standard

Study reports. Design competition for more
efficient kettles launched.

2002 Performance-based test finalised
Announce minimum standard levels for 2006

Winners of competition. Endorsement label
announced. Subsidies paid for efficient kettles.

2003 Subsidies
2004 Subsidies
2005 20% of kettle market subsidised.
2006 1st round of Min standard to improve performance Level of subsidy reduced gradually to zero over

next 2/3 years
2007 Study to evaluate further potential

Announce any possible 2nd round standards
2008
2009
2010
2011 Option of second round

Hot water storage cylinders: It is not clear whether there is potential to increase the efficiency of tanks
beyond the level in 2006, thus potential further savings beyond this have not been included in Kyoto+.

Kettles: The policy strategy designed for kettles rely on endorsement labels (the EST’s efficiency logo,
for example) and subsidies to increase the market share of efficient kettles (and bring down any additional
price of the technology). Since no underpinning minimum standards are introduced it is assumed the
market only grows slightly above 20% once subsidies are removed.
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